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FOREWORD
Human beings have always experienced conflicts and have always engaged in various ways to end them. History
tells us about individuals being in conflict with each other because of various reasons. The trend has not changed
even today. Practically each of us has in one way or another been involved in conflicts, either at family level, at
the workplace and many other places. Societies however, have always found various ways of settling conflicts,
some of which have long been practiced, including various forms of mediation, arbitration and adjudication.
In this Training Manual on Conflict Resolution and Communication, participants of the Public Transport Division
will be enriched and strengthened by learning, discussing and practicing several techniques on how to solve
conflict effectively, with a particular focus on those conflicts we encounter in connection with our work.
Furthermore, as participants we will benefit from in-depth discussions and sharing of real-life experiences with
colleagues, that may even help us manage conflict situation in other parts of our lives, using our newly acquired
advanced communication skills.
We are therefore thankful to know a very understanding GIZ team as our partners, who helped us making this
kind of training possible, as part of their ongoing efforts to support our ongoing transformation process.
I therefore urge all staff members of the Public Transport Division to seize the opportunity to participate fully in
this upcoming Training on Conflict Resolution and Communication to benefit from the expertise and coaching
skills of our trainers/facilitators: Ben Schenick and Wendy Huschfieldt, as they take you through to greater
understanding of conflict, it’s dynamics and introduce you to possible interventions and a deeper understanding
of our often harmful conflict patterns come from and how to positively engage one another constructively.
I trust you will enjoy the training and be equipped with helpful communication skills that will assist you to address
conflict situation at work place as well as in your personal life.

Johanna N Shikukutu
Acting Manager: Public Transport Division
City of Windhoek

Copyright Notice
This material is protected by a Creative Commons License
à http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/za

You are free to share (to copy, distribute and transmit the work) and to remix (to adapt the work), under the following conditions:
Attribution - You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work)
Share Alike - If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one.
Non-Commercial - You may not use this work for commercial purposes
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ABOUT THIS MANUAL
This manual as well as the content and structure of this training have been compiled based on needs identified by
the management and staff of the City of Windhoek’s Public Transport Division during meetings, interviews,
questionnaires circulated to all staff, the training needs assessment as part of the report on ‘Institutional Reform
of the Public Transport Division at the City of Windhoek’ (August 2018) ,and the facilitators’ own knowledge and
experiences with regard to communication and conflict resolution training in Namibia.

Themes, Approach and Language
The themes of the training are arranged in such a way that they build upon one another, i.e. moving from a
general understanding of conflict, it’s dynamics and possible interventions, to a deeper understanding of where
harmful conflict patterns come from and what we can do about it. ‘Communication’ is therefore placed after
‘Conflict Resolution’ because it is a key tool for approaching and managing conflict constructively.
Conscious (non-violent) communication enables us to positively transform ourselves and our relationships.
The following themes wil be covered in this training, one at a time per 1.5-2 hours session:

1 - Understanding Conflict: Conflict dynamics and appropriate intervention strategies
2 - Deepening our Understanding: Underlying issues and (non-)helpful behaviors in conflict situations
3 - Assertiveness & Our Own Patterns: Awareness of passive, aggressive and ‘assertive’ behaviors
4 - Communication Skills: Introduction to communication principles and self-awareness
5 - Communication in relationships and work situations: Addressing and resolving conflict (1of2)
6 - Communication in relationships and work situation: Addressing and resolving conflict (2of2)
7 - Difficult Issues & Customer Care: Dealing with difficult issues/customers + handling strong emotions
8 - Flexible Session: Practical focus on issues arising from previous sessions, to practice communication
conflict resolution skills, and explore areas and aspects of mutual support
9 - Optional additional flexible session, depending on topics and needs within the respective groups
The chosen training approach combines theory and practice in such a way that each session consists of a brief
theoretical input and at least 1-2 practical exercises or role-plays, for participants to have a direct experience of
the respective theory. At the same time, each session will also provide sufficient time for questions, discussions
and going deeper into practical real-life examples from participants work environment and their life experiences.
The primary language of the training delivery will be English, whereby Ms. Wendy Huschfieldt as native Afrikaansspeaer will translate key topics, issues and examples into Afrikaans. Furthermore, some of the most important
handouts and exercises have been translated into Afrikaans (see pp. 7, 21, 36, 44, 45, 52 and 56).
The facilitators are unfortunately not able to provide translation into any other Namibian verneculars, yet they
wil ensure that there wil be sufficient time and space for translations by other participants during the sessions,
when such need arises.
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UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT
Story: “The five blind men and the elephant“
by an unknown author
One day, a man leading an elephant came upon five blind men sitting by the side of the road. As he passed, one
of the blind men called out: “Who is it on the road?”
“It is I and my elephant,” said the man. An elephant had never come down the road. “Pray, stop so that we may
discover what an elephant is like!” said one of the blind men. The elephant driver did as he was asked. The blind
men gathered around the elephant.
The first man, touching the elephant’s great side, said:
“Oh, now I know what an elephant is like! It is like a huge stone wall!”
The second man, touching the elephant’s trunk, said: “No, no, no – be careful my brother! An elephant is like a
great snake! Watch out!!”
“You are both wrong,” said the third man, wrapping his arms around one of the elephant’s legs, “An elephant is
very much like a tree trunk, and not harmful at all!”
Touching one of the elephant’s tusks, the fourth man said: “How could you possibly think such things? I tell you,
this thing called elephant is like a spear!”
The fifth man, holding the
elephant’s tail, said: “I am tired
of your confusing talk. Let me
settle this for us all – an elephant
is most like a rope.”
And the five blind men set to
arguing as to who of them was
right...
Continuing on his way, the
elephant driver said to himself:
“In some respects each of them
from his own perspective is right.
But it is only if they value their
differences and listen to each
other that they will come to
discover what an elephant is truly like.”

“Conflict is the natural tension that arises from
different perspectives...”
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"Die vyf blinde mans en die olifant"
deur 'n onbekende skrywer
Eendag het 'n man wat 'n olifant gelei het, afgekom op vyf blinde manne langs die pad. Terwyl hy verbygaan,
roep een van die blinde mans: "Wie is dit op die pad?"
"Dit is ek en my olifant," het die man gesê. 'N Olifant het nooit op die pad gekom nie. "Bid, stop sodat ons kan
uitvind hoe 'n olifant is!" Het een van die blinde mans gesê. Die olifantbestuurder het gedoen soos hy gevra is.
Die blinde manne het om die olifant vergader.
Die eerste man, wat die olifant se groot kant aanraak, het gesê:
"O, nou weet ek hoe 'n olifant is! Dit is soos 'n groot klipmuur! "
Die tweede man, wat die olifant se slurp aanraak, het gesê: "Nee, nee, nee - wees versigtig vir my broer! 'N
Olifant is soos 'n groot slang! Passop!!"
"Julle is albei verkeerd," sê die derde man, sy arms om een van die olifant se bene. "'N Olifant is baie soos 'n
boomstam, en glad nie skadelik nie!"
Toe hy een van die olifant se tande aanraak, het die vierde man gesê: "Hoe kan jy sulke dinge dink? Ek sê vir jou,
hierdie ding wat olifant genoem word, is soos 'n spies! "
Die vyfde man, met die olifant se stert, het gesê: "Ek is moeg vir julle verwarrende praat. Laat ek dit vir ons almal
vestig - 'n olifant is die meeste soos 'n tou. "
En die vyf blinde manne het
redeneer oor wie van hulle reg
was/is ...
Die olifantbestuurder het op sy
pad gesê: "In sommige opsigte is
elkeen vanuit sy eie perspektief
reg.
Maar dit is net as hulle hul
verskille waardeer en na mekaar
luister, dat hulle ontdek/besef wat
'n olifant werklik is. "

"Konflik is die natuurlike spanning wat uit
verskillende perspektiewe ontstaan ..."
•
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Conflict Escalation Stages
Like life itself, conflict is always dynamic and never at a complete standstill.
Even though one may not perceive any movement ‘on the surface’, there is always a certain dynamic within a
conflict situation. In any given moment, a conflict is either getting more tensed (escalation) or is moving towards
resolution or transformation (de-escalation).
A conflict usually starts by someone wanting something and somebody else having a different view on the same
matter. It then depends on how people behave and what their intentions are. If they only have their own
interest in mind, the whole story is likely to escalate further, and eventually become violent, as described in the
following “Nine Stages of Escalation”, by Austrian Researcher Prof. Friedrich Glasl.1
Glasl talks about nine different stages, and uses the picture of a stairway going downwards, whereby all conflict
parties are dragged deeply into their own conflict dynamics like being taken away by floodwater.

General Recommendations
Only when we become aware of our own needs and manage to consider other people’s needs as equally
important, we will be able to stop the downward trend and move together towards a peaceful resolution of the
conflict situation.
If we only consider what we want (to win), even at the expense of our perceived opponent to get hurt (to lose),
all of us will eventually end at the final stage of escalation which is mutual and complete destruction or
annihilation.
A husband killing his wife, his children and eventually himself is one typical and sad example for this final stage
of conflict escalation. If family, friends, colleagues or neighbours could have seen the signs of escalation and
offered their help and assistance, such a tragedy could have been avoided.
This is why it is crucial to understand and be sensitised about these stages of escalation and de-escalation,
because positive interventions can not only stop further escalation, but can help to de-escalate a conflict so that
people start seeing each other as human beings again and talk about mutually acceptable solutions.
Being sensitized and finding out in what stage of escalation a particular conflict is in, is important for choosing
appropriate ways of approaching the situation in order to de-escalate and to eventually (help them to) resolve it.
The form and force of intervention in a conflict has to
fit the level of escalation of the conflict!
Please note that the level of escalation of the “group” may be different from the level of escalation of an
individual member of that “group”. Conflict parties may be at a different level of escalation.

1

“Conflict Management - A Handbook for Executives and Counsellors”, Stuttgart, Germany, 2002
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Overview of Escalation Stages
1. Hardening

Positions harden and first confrontations become visible. The conviction still
exists that the conflict can be solved in discussion without help from the outside.
There are no fixed camps.

2. Debate,
polemics

Polarisation of thinking, feeling and intention. ‘With-me-or-against-me’ attitudes. Perception of superiority and inferiority.

3. Actions not
words

“Speaking will not help anymore”. Presenting the opponent with established
facts on the ground, physical action. Empathy is lost; there is a danger of false
interpretation of the other side.

4. Images,
coalitions

The parties put each other into negative roles or boxes, and fight these images.
Parties seek support from people who have not been involved so far, or speak ‘on
behalf of’ others who are apparently behind them and supportive to them.

5. Loss of face

Public and direct attacks, aiming at the other (opponent) losing face, respect and
dignity. A major escalation step. Insults are used and opponents start dehumanizing each other.

6. Strategies of
threats

Threats and counter threats are being used: “If you... then I will...” The conflict
accelerates through ultimatums being set.

7. Limited
destruction

The opponent is no longer seen as a human being. As a consequence, limited
destructive blows are seen as legitimate. Values are shifted; one’s own “small
loss” is seen as a benefit.

8. Fragmentation

Destruction and division of the opponents system is one’s main goal: “I will hit
you wherever I can and where it hurts you most.”

9. Together into
the abyss

Total confrontation without any possibility of stepping back. Even one’s own
destruction or death is accepted as the price of destroying the opponent.

During an ongoing conflict, parties may stay in one phase for a while, and then, triggered by a certain event or
word, suddenly fall down to deeper stages of escalation, possibly taking two steps at a time. Also be aware that
one party might even see itself at a completely different stage than the other would see itself in. As tension
increases, possible mediators would have to be more direct, clear or even forceful in their way of intervening in
order to have a positive effect, because the parties’ abilities for self-reflection decrease with every stage of
escalation.
While at stage one or two where there is still a lot of trust, openness and willingness to sit together and discuss
the matter, both parties might not even need a third party. If the conflict escalates further, a mediator who
helps them listen to one another would help the parties understand each other and come up with their own
solutions for their own problems. This does not work anymore as from stage five, six or seven, and at stage
eight or nine, parties actually need to be separated by force first and calm down, before they can even think
about talking and listening to the other.
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9 Conflict Stages in Pictures

Win - Win
Hardening

Debate / Polemics

Actions not Words

Win - Lose
Images, Coalitions

Loss of Face

Strategies of Threats

Lose - Lose
Limited Destruction

Fragmentation

Together into the Abyss
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Burning and Frozen Conflict
It is typical for escalated conflict situations that people are either screaming at each (or already fighting), or
that they are giving each other a silent treatments, i.e. at least one of them is not talking to the other and
tries to ignore the existing conflict.
Examples:
Hot / Burning

Cold / Frozen

Two young boys at school, insulting each other, then
screaming and yelling at each other, and eventually
hitting and kicking each other openly in the schoolyard.
Even those around them start ‘catching fire’, by taking
sides and getting involved into their physical fight.

A couple that is married for several years/decades, and
where both partners avoid talking with each other
about possibly conflicting issues in order to not
threaten the perceived harmony between them, to the
effect that their relationship becomes more and more
superficial.

à Insults, screams or physical fights are signs for “burning” conflicts, where it is clear that the conflict is
“too hot” for getting it immediately resolved.
à Silence, ignorance or avoiding the topic shows us that a “frozen” conflict somehow exists, but that it is
“too cold” and currently not accessible for us to work on it.

Hot / Burning

Good Temperature to
work on a conflict

Open Violence &

Cold / Frozen

Cold/Silent War &

Highly emotional fights

Deep-frozen Emotions

à Enthusiasm & Over-motivation
à Confrontation, seeking friction and
wanting to meet/fight
à Not allowing own motives or plans to be
criticized by others
à Unlimited belief in own supremacy and
superiority

Frustration, Sarcasm, Depression ß
Avoidance, minimizing possible ß
contact with the other party
Little awareness for consequences ß
of one’s own actions
Fear, loss of self-confidence, and ß
doubting one’s own self-worth
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In both cases a conflict does exist (!),but not everybody is ready to talk and listen to each other in order to find a
solution. We first of all need to either ‘bring the heat down’, or ‘warm them up’ a little, so that all parties
involved are willing, able and feel safe enough to come together for addressing and trying to resolve the issue.
“We who in engage in non-violent direct action are not the
creators of tension. We merely bring to the surface the hidden
tension that is already alive.”

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Possible approaches for burning or frozen conflict situations:
BURNING / HOT

FROZEN / COLD

Third Party:

Third Party:

Seen as accepted authority for setting
boundaries or rules and making agreements

Needed to keep cease-fire agreement, to provide
safe space and atmosphere for dialogue

Cool down!

Heat up!

Separate fighting parties and create a safe
distance

Bring people closer and get their commitment to
talk and listen

Talking to everybody at the same time is
effective and fruitful

Start by talking separately to each individual party

Direct yet nonviolent confrontations are useful
and make sense

Firstly, build self-esteem, inner strength and
confidence

Give people limits, set up rules

Make people relax and open-up

Make agreements on how to fight (fair!), and
how to talk/listen

Be flexible with normally strict procedures, go
with the flow

Interim (short term)-agreements to manage
extreme behaviour

Encourage people to share their feelings and
voice concerns

Work on the ‘here & now’, and also ask about
the future and possible common goals

Carefully address blocking burdens of the past,
while slowly finding common ground

Create safe places for dialogue, listening and mutual understanding!
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Conflict Intervention Strategies
Parties meet (usually
without the help of 3rd party)
to resolve their differences

1) Negotiation/Dialogue

Neutral (informal or professional)
3rd party helps to improve communication
between parties, usually in a meeting
2) Facilitation

Neutral (informal or professional)
3 party helps parties to resolve differences
themselves, improving relationship between
parties
3) Mediation/Conciliation
rd

Neutral (often professional) 3rd party with
relevant authority hears both points of view
and then imposes a binding decision
4) Arbitration

Judge/magistrate imposes decision after hearing
legal argument from both sides according to
complex and often expensive legal procedures

6) Force

5) Litigation [at Courts]

Power or violence is used in a
dominant manner to impose a
decision or to force a ‘solution’
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Stages of Escalation & Interventions
1

2

Hardening
of positions

Debates and
Polemics

No more
words but
action

Tensions and
clashes

Polarisation
in feeling,
thinking and
acting

Loss of
empathy

Cooperation
is bigger than
rivalry

Willing to
dominate
Positions
without
bridges

3

4

5

6

Images &
group
building

Loss of face

Threatening
strategies

Limited
destruction

Fragmentation Together
into the
abyss

Coalition

Unmasking
the other,
direct and
public
attacks,

Spiral of
threats and
counterthreats

Cynicism

Paralyse and
disintegrate the
hostile systems

Final / total
confrontation

Complete
destruction:

Destruction is
out of control

Physical,
mental
spiritual, social
and
economical

Policy of
scorched
earth

Self-fulfilling
prophecies
Rivalry is
bigger than
cooperation

Remarkable
prejudices

Good vs. Evil
Noble vs.
diabolic
Disgust and
banning

Ultimatum,
Sanctions
and
potentials of
sanctions
Acceleration

7

Human
beings are
becoming
things
Morals are
becoming
upside down
Purpose is
sanctifying
extreme
interventions

8

9

No way back

Negating of
human
existence

Opponent’s Expectations:
win – win

win - lose

lose - lose

Strategies for (third-party) interventions:
--- Negotiation/ Dialogue ----- Facilitation/ Process Consultation ---------------------------------- Mediation/ Conciliation---------------------------------------------- Arbitration / Adjudication (Litigation) ----------------------------- Power Intervention ----------------
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The Conflict Iceberg
Conflict can be compared to an iceberg, or ‘ice cubes’,
e.g. in a glass of cool drink…
...because more than 2/3 of any conflict is not visible,
meaning ‘under the surface’!

In the northern parts of Namibia, we do experience the
same phenomenon and find the same underlying
principle with Hippos in the rivers...

...or with Bushes and their roots which deeply and
widely spread in the ground, as you can see in this
picture, where - layer by layer - the root system of this
bush has been carefully uncovered.

It is therefore the key challenge for any intervening third
party (e.g. the mediator/s) to cautiously bring important - but so far hidden and subconscious - aspects of the
respective conflict to the surface and make them visible and accessible, so that they can be worked on. This
is actually a highly subtle process which requires a safe enough environment and utmost respect for every
individual (and their feelings) who is involved in that particular conflict.
If the invisible (but influencing) aspects are not brought to the surface (i.e. to the conflicting parties’
awareness) it will be very difficult to find any lasting and mutually agreeable solution.
At the same time, please be aware that it is not necessary to bring ‘everything’ to the surface, as this might
interfere with people’s need for privacy and intimacy, but just as much as is needed to find an amicable
solution for the conflicting parties.
The golden rule for bringing issues out into the open:
“As many as possible, and as few as necessary!”

16
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This sketch of an iceberg shows which aspects of conflicts that are
usually visible and which ones are usually invisible.
The Iceberg Model:
VISBLE =

Behaviour

Content - Level

Goals / Objectives
Time
Materialistic Items
Duties/Tasks
POSITIONS
Words / Gestures
Insults / Beatings
Smiles / Handshakes

INVISIBLE =
INTERESTS
Relationship - Level

Emotions
Hidden Agenda
Strategies

Expectations

Longings
History
NEEDS
Rituals

Power
Culture
WISHES

Context

Sexuality

Empathy
Hopes
Dreams

Love

Pain
FEARS

Visions
Desires

Deep Connection
Trauma
Attitude

Spirituality
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There are always three truths:
My Truth
Your Truth
The Truth
Chinese Proverb
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ABC - Conflict Triangle
Having developed our understanding of conflict from the ‘Iceberg-Model’, it is now possible to draw a triangle,
which takes all aspects that play a role in any conflict are taken into consideration:

Behaviour à offences, insults, attacks or passive aggressiveness etc.
visible

invisible
Attitude

Context

à prejudices, perceptions feelings,,

à political, cultural, economical

needs, traumatic experiences

historical and relational background

One of the pioneers in peace research, Prof. Johan Galtung2, developed the ABC-conflict triangle in the 1970s,
which has been refined and modified by younger generations of conflict researchers and practitioners.
The ABC-Triangle above is slightly different from the original version, and provides a profound basis for the
analysis of even very complex conflict situations:
A -

First of all there are the attitudes (A) of every conflicting party, which tend to become more and more
hostile towards each other as the conflict escalates. In order to finally reach some sort of settlement of
the conflict, it is crucial that parties first change their attitudes and perceptions of each other. A potential
mediator needs to be aware of existing attitudes, in order to find ways how to initiate and support such
change in attitude and perception.

B -

These attitudes in conflict situations have an influence on our own and others people’s behaviours (B).
Escalating degrees of violence or provocative behaviours (e.g. blaming or insulting language, or using of
generalisations) triggers defence mechanisms or counter-attacks, hereby making it more and more
difficult to see any kind of mutual benefit talking to the other and collaboratively bringing this conflict to
an amicable solution. Identifying and addressing violent behaviour, as well as the contributing factors to
this behaviour is crucial in order to de-escalate the situation. A mediator hereby protects the parties from
their own destructive behaviour, while offering positive alternatives to express feelings and needs.

C -

Finally, there are the matters over which the conflict is being waged (originally ‘causes’) and the
environment or Context (C) in the conflict takes place. What are contributing factors from outside, and
what is the ‘objective reality’ to which the conflict relates? Without tackling that reality, changes in
attitudes and behaviour will not be sustainable. A lot of factors that nourish or block a positive and
transformative development of a conflict are found in this area.

2

“Conflict Transformation by Peaceful Means “ United Nations 2000 – http://www.transcend.org
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Conflict & Violence
Conflict is the natural tension that arises from different perspectives...
...it is an issue between two or more parties who have - or think they have - incompatible goals or ideas.
à Conflicts can involve deep-rooted moral or value differences, distributional questions, or
can be about ‘who dominates whom’.
We all experience Conflict!
Ø ...like change, it is natural and will occur everywhere in our lives, in our families, at the workplace,
with friends, as well as within and between political parties!
Ø ...in itself it is neither good nor bad, it depends on how we see and handle it!
Ø ...it can tear friendships and relationships apart, but if we succeed to resolve our issues peacefully, it
can bring us closer together!

à This means that conflict can be either unhealthy (destructive) or healthy (constructive)!
Conflict is not Violence!!!
Violence is just one of many ways to ‘resolve’ a Conflict! ...and not the best one!
Violence has many shapes and forms...
•

Direct Violence, such as
rough and offensive
language,
dominating
behavior, insults, and
bullying, which might end
up in beating up or even
killing of others.

•

Structural Violence, where no person is directly responsible, but the systems itself are violent (e.g.
laws, structures, distribution of resources etc.) and people are denied access to basic human needs,
like food, shelter, health, education, participation, free choice of religion, self-expression and
development.

•

Cultural Violence, where attitudes and belief systems put down or exclude a certain group of
people. For example if you believe (and say) that some people are better than others, e.g. ‘Men
are better than Woman!’, ‘Whites are superior to Blacks’ or ‘Members of a certain tribe, group or
denomination are better than the others.’
It is Cultural Violence when aspects of a culture are used to legitimize violence in either its
direct or structural form. Most violence is based on unjust and unbalanced mental concepts and
believes, as for example the whole Apartheid-System was built on a distorted believe system,
namely assumed ‘white superiority’.
‘Non-violence means avoiding not only external physical violence,
but also internal violence of spirit.
You not only refuse to shoot a man, but you refuse to hate him.’
Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929 - 68) African-American Leader of Civil Rights Movement and
Pastor
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Konflik en Geweld
Konflik is die natuurlike spanning wat uit verskillende perspektiewe ontstaan ...
... dit is 'n probleem tussen twee of meer partye wat - of dink hulle het - onverenigbare doelwitte of idees.

à Konflikte kan diepgewortelde morele of waardeverskille, verspreidingsvrae betrek of kan
wees oor 'wie oorheers wie'.
Ons ervaar almal konflik!
Ø ... Soos verandering, dit is natuurlik en sal oral in ons lewens, in ons gesinne, in die werkplek, met
vriende sowel as binne en tussen politieke partye voorkom!
Ø ... op sigself is dit nie goed of sleg nie, dit hang af van hoe ons dit sien en hanteer!
Ø ... dit kan vriendskappe en verhoudings uitmekaar skeur, maar as ons daarin slaag om ons probleme
vreedsaam op te los, kan dit ons nader aan mekaar bring!
Ø Dit beteken dat konflik óf ongesond (vernietigend) of gesond (konstruktief) kan wees!
Konflik is nie Geweld !!!
Geweld is net een van die vele maniere om 'n konflik op te los! ... en nie die beste nie!
Geweld het baie vorme en voorkomse
•

Direkte Geweld, soos rowwe en
aanstootlike taal, dominante
gedrag, beledigings, en boelies,
wat kan lei tot om ander te slaan
of selfs dood te maak.

•

Strukturele Geweld, waar geen persoon direk verantwoordelik is nie, maar die stelsels self is
gewelddadig (bv. Wette, strukture, hulpbronne, ens.) En mense word toegang geweier tot basiese
menslike behoeftes, soos kos, skuiling, gesondheid, opvoeding, deelname, vrye keuse van godsdiens,
self-uitdrukking en ontwikkeling.

•

Kulturele Geweld, waar houdings en geloofstelsels 'n sekere groep mense neerlê of uitsluit.
Byvoorbeeld, as jy glo (en sê) dat sommige mense beter is as ander, bv. 'Mans is beter as Vrou!', 'Blankes
is beter as Swartes' of 'Lede van 'n sekere stam, groep of denominasie is beter as die ander.
"Dit is Kulturele Geweld wanneer aspekte van 'n kultuur gebruik word om geweld in sy direkte of
strukturele vorm te wettig. Die meeste geweld is gebaseer op onregverdige en ongebalanseerde
geestesbegrippe en gelowe, soos byvoorbeeld die hele Apartheidstelsel is gebou op 'n verwronge
geloofstelsel, naamlik 'wit superioriteit'.

'Geen geweld beteken om nie net eksterne fisiese geweld te vermy nie,
maar ook interne geweld van gees.
Jy weier nie net om 'n man te skiet nie, maar jy weier om hom te haat. "
Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929 - 68) African-American Leader of Civil Rights Movement and Pastor
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Protective vs. Punitive Use of Force3
Our society spends a great deal of time punishing people for their misdeeds. This is called punitive use of force. It
stems from a belief that people behave in a certain way because they are bad or evil, and that they need to be
punished to mend their way.
Suppose you see your child run into a street full of oncoming traffic. If you pull her from the street and scold or
beat him or her for being careless, you are using punitive force. Your focus is on judging his or her behavior.
Protective use of force, on the other hand, stems from the belief that sometimes people do things because they
are either ignorant or they don’t know any better. It represents a desire to prevent injury or injustice, and focuses
on protecting people’s rights and well-being. Protective force is not about judging their behavior. By using
protective force you still grab your child, not because you believe s/he is bad, but because you want to protect
him or her.
When we punish people, they focus on avoiding the consequences for their actions, not on their values in relation
to their actions. Focusing on avoiding consequences is unlikely to encourage positive change!

The Costs of Punishment
When we submit to doing something solely for the purpose of avoiding punishment, our
When we fear
punishment,
attention is distracted from the value of the action itself. Instead, we are focusing upon
then
we focus on
the consequences of what might happen if we fail to take that action. If a worker's
consequences, not
performance is prompted by fear of punishment, the job gets done, but morale suffers;
on our own values.
sooner or later, productivity will decrease. Self-esteem is also diminished when punitive
force is used. If children brush their teeth because they fear shame and ridicule, their oral Fear of punishment
diminishes selfhealth may improve but their self-respect will develop cavities. Furthermore, as we all
esteem and
know, punishment is costly in terms of goodwill. The more we are seen as agents of
goodwill.
punishment, the harder it is for others to respond compassionately to our needs.
I was visiting a friend, a school principal, at his office when he noticed through the window a big child hitting a
smaller one. "Excuse me," he said as he leapt up and rushed to the playground. Grabbing the larger child, he
gave him a swat and scolded, "I'll teach you not to hit smaller people!" When the principal returned inside, I
remarked, "I don't think you taught that child what you thought you were teaching him. I suspect what he
learned instead was not to hit people smaller than he is when somebody bigger - like the principal - might be
watching! If anything, it seems to me that you have reinforced the notion that the way to get what you want
from somebody else is to hit them."
In such situations, I recommend first empathizing with the child who is behaving violently. For example, if I saw
a child hit someone after being called a name, I might empathize, "I'm sensing that you're feeling angry because
you'd like to be treated with more respect." If I guessed correctly, and the child acknowledges this to be true, I
would then continue by expressing my own feelings, needs, and requests in this situation without insinuating
blame: "I'm feeling sad because I want us to find ways to get respect that don't turn people into enemies. I'd like
you to tell me if you'd be willing to explore with me some other ways to get the respect you're wanting."

3

Adapted from “Peaceful Living - Daily Meditations for Living with Love, Healing and Compassion”, by Mary Mackenzie - 2005,
Puddle Dancer Press, Encinitas CA - USA // See also: http://www.naturalchild.org/marshall_rosenberg/protective_use_of_force.html
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Two Questions that Reveal the Limitations of Punishment
Two questions help us see why we are unlikely to get what we want by using
punishment to change people's behavior. The first question is: What do I want this
person to do that's different from what he or she is currently doing? If we ask only
this first question, punishment may seem effective because the threat or exercise
of punitive force may well influence the person's behavior. However, with the
second question, it becomes evident that punishment isn't likely to work: What do
I want this person's reasons to be for doing what I'm asking?

Question 1:
What do I want this
person to do?
Question 2:
What do I want this
person's reasons to
be for doing it?

We seldom address the latter question, but when we do, we soon realize that punishment and reward
interfere with people's ability to do things motivated by the reasons we'd like them to have. I believe it is
critical to be aware of the importance of people's reasons for behaving as we request. For example,
blaming or punishing would obviously not be effective strategies if we want children to clean their rooms
out of either a desire for order or a desire to contribute to the parents' enjoyment of order. Often children
clean their rooms motivated by obedience to authority ("Because my Mom said so"), avoidance of
punishment, or fear of upsetting or being rejected by parents. NVC, however, fosters a level of moral
development based on autonomy and interdependence, whereby we acknowledge responsibility for our
own actions and are aware that our own well-being and that of others are one and the same.
In most conflict situations, if both people have a chance to be heard (especially their feelings and needs),
peaceful resolution is possible. However, situations sometimes arise that involve imminent danger with
little time for dialogue, or in which one person may not be willing to communicate. When this happens,
there is the potential for severe physical emotional harm, protective use of force may be necessary – the
use of force to restrain someone.
It is important when resorting to this action that we maintain awareness that we are not punishing the
person. We are merely keeping them of others safe.
When using force in such protective manner and attitude it is important to stay aware and conscious that
you have taken action to protect life, not to punish someone for their ‘bad’ behavior. Such a
consciousness stands for the belief that we desire to serve life and act accordingly.

“When we submit to doing something solely for the purpose of avoiding punishment, our
attention is distracted from the value of the action itself and of the consequences hereof.
If a worker’s performance is promoted by fear of punishment, the job gets done, but
morale suffers; sooner or later, productivity will decrease.”
Marschall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. –
“Nonviolent Communication: A Language for Life” (2003). USA: Puddle Dancer Press
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Assertiveness is the quality of being self-assured and confident without being aggressive.
Assertiveness means standing up for our personal rights - expressing thoughts, feelings and
beliefs in direct, honest and appropriate ways, …and by being assertive we always respect the
thoughts, feelings and beliefs of other people.
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Assertiveness Triangle
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COMMUNICATION – A BASIC INTRODUCTION
Communication is a dynamic and interactive process that we consciously or unconsciously use to express
ourselves, connect, exchange ideas and relate experiences with others.

How do we communicate?
To start with, one of the most important realisations about communication4 is that:

!!! One cannot not communicate
!!!
…which means:

Any kind of behaviour actually is communication in itself,
even silence or being absent from a meeting.
In addition:
Ø Any communication process is about sending and
receiving messages, and it can be seen as the link
between the sender’s and receiver’s internal
experiences.
Ø Interpersonal Communication is not only about content
(=information) but also about us as human beings relating with one another, i.e. our
relationships.
Ø Interpersonal communication takes place through signals5 which can be VERBAL or NONVERBAL, and even the verbal messages do not only depend on “What” we are saying, but most
importantly “how” we are saying it.

Try reading this Þ
for yourself and notice
the difference:

4
5

As described in the mid 20th century by Austrian-American Psychologist and Communication Theorist, Paul Watzlawick.
The way these signals are combined make our communication either congruent (verbal and non-verbal are aligned and endorse each
other, e.g. someone tells you that s/he is sad while s/he is crying) or incongruent (verbal and non-verbal expressions contradict each
other, e.g. someone tells you that s/he is sad while s/he is laughing). In most cases, non-verbal signals do have a stronger impact than
verbal signals. Also, a contradiction in itself does not necessarily mean that somebody is lying, as it may also be a coping mechanism
when the person is under shock or otherwise uncomfortable, and we often are not even aware of sending incongruent double-signals.
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The following classic statistics are based on Dr Albert Mehrabian’s study from 1981, called “Silent Messages:
Implicit communication of emotions and attitudes”, as these figures are most commonly used to show how
we communicate.

Verbal Signals
7% = Words
Þ What we say, the content or information of
our message

Para-Verbal Signals
38% = Tone of Voice
Þ How we say it, our way of speaking, tone of
voice, pausing, pitch, rhythm, volume etc.

Non-Verbal Signals

55% = Body

Language
Þ How we sit, stand or move, our posture,
facial expressions, eye contact, distance etc.
The biggest part of how we communicate is actually happening through non-verbal signals that we are
constantly sending out, if we want it or not, and often even very unconsciously.
Hence, it’s important that we become aware of ourselves, e.g. by inviting and listening to other people giving
us honest feedback.
In this way, we can avoid double-signals (= sending contradicting and confusing signals, see in the footnote
on the previous page for more information) and become more authentic and consistent in our
communication, which makes our messages come across much clearer, while it also creates more trust and
helps us build better and longer lasting relationships.

How does it work? = “Getting the Message across”
SENDER

SIGNAL

Encodes the
signal through
his/her body &
mind to a signal

A recognisable term, the sum of the
messages in interpersonal
communication

RECEIVER
Decodes the
signal, and gives
the signal or
message a
certain
meaning.

+ FEEDBACK (= another Signal)
…goes back again
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During any Communication process, both senders and receivers have their very own filters through which
they see and understand the world, depending on their age, sex, gender, profession, education, personality,
cultural, spiritual, economic and social background etc.

These two sets of filters increase our
chances for possible misunderstandings,
which makes it even more important to
find ways in which we can make sure that
we really understand one another.
Picture: “Co-operative Problem Solving Guide”, Search
for Common Ground, Washington DC, 2003

Where do we learn how to communicate?
…and where our “filters” come from.
We start learning how to communicate from a very young age, i.e. the moment we are born. Already, the
first cuddles and smiles from our parents and others are crucial messages for us, which tell us that we are
safe, loved and welcome in this world. On the other hand, we also start to learn how we can express how we
feel and how we can get our needs met.
We adults should therefor pay attention to how we communicate with and behave towards our children
(even when they are toddlers). For instance, if we are not genuine in expressing how we truly feel in any
given moment, children will learn from us to keep their emotions hidden. When we are not real with them,
we indirectly teach them to pretend and to be ‘fake’ instead of being fully honest and genuine with oneself
and towards others. Children are actually highly sensitive and very observant when it comes to noticing and
responding to directly or indirectly expressed feelings, and easily pick up any “double signals” (see above).
Overall, our upbringing, culture, parents, siblings, extended family, friends, classmates, teachers, church,
books, TV, media, internet etc., all that actually teaches us in direct and indirect (sometimes consciously and
often unconsciously) how to communicate.
Whether our communication is now “good” or “bad” often depends then on the context, i.e. the
environment we are in and the people we are with, because different situations come with different formal
or informal rules and expectations. Something that can be ‘right’ and appropriate in one scenario or cultural
context can be totally ‘wrong’ in another. Being able to flexibly adapt our communication styles to different
contexts is an invaluable and much needed skill and ability, especially in such a diverse country like Namibia.
However, as much as context can differ, the above-mentioned fundamental principles of communication
apply to all human beings, they only differ in how each of us voices them.
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A USEFUL MAP OF OURSELVES

Action!!!

Observation

Something
happens!

Interpretation, Evaluation
and our Judgments

= TRIGGER

= jumping to
conclusion

Feelings

Needs

Quick, Automatic and
Unconscious Reaction
Request
Conscious Response =
respecting oneself and others

Consequences
–> What goes around
comes around

+ having and giving choices
» Mentally flexible
» Emotionally stable
» Physically well

= 4 Steps of Compassionate Communication,
also known as Nonviolent Communication
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An Introduction to Nonviolent Communication (NVC)
A Language of Compassion Rather Than Domination
Nonviolent Communication (NVC), developed by Marshall Rosenberg, guides us to reframe how we express
ourselves, how we hear others and resolve conflicts by focusing our consciousness on what we are observing,
feeling, needing, and requesting. It is a tool that leads us toward a quality of connection among people where
everyone’s needs are valued and get met through compassionate giving—out of the joy of contributing to
another human being.
The power of NVC lies in its simplicity. In any moment, there are basically two ways to enhance connection
and understanding: (1) vulnerably express our own feelings & needs, or (2) empathically listen to the feelings
and needs of the other. These are radically different choices than we are accustomed to experience when we
are in conflict: namely, fight (dominate), flight (submit) or flee (escape).
While simple, NVC is often challenging to embody because we are so deeply conditioned to perceive each
other through judgments. With practice, NVC as a tool helps us navigate our inner selves to transform blame
and judgment - where neither our own needs nor those of the other person are likely to be met - into a
mutual awareness of human needs.

Thinking & Language that Alienate Us from One Another
n Diagnoses, judgments, labels, analysis, criticism, comparisons, etc.

"In every moment, each of us is
trying to meet our needs in the
best way we know how."

~ Marshall Rosenberg
n Deserve thinking (i.e. that certain behaviors merit punishment or rewards)
n Demands (denial of other person’s choice; intention to punish those who don’t do it)
n Denial of choice or responsibility (had to, should, supposed to, they made me do it, etc.)

Purpose of NVC
ü To connect to the life in ourselves and others
ü To be inspired and to inspire others to give from the heart
ü To improve compassionate, heartfelt connection to value everyone’s needs

Background of NVC
NVC was initially developed by Marshall Rosenberg in the 1970s, and is currently practices in hundreds of
countries around the world, including Namibia (www.peaceful-living-namibia.com) . There are many
resources online. The website from the Center for Nonviolent Communication is: www.cnvc.org
“Judgments & violence are tragic expressions of unmet needs.”

~ Marshall Rosenberg

What NVC is not …
- NVC is not about being nice; it's about being real. It's not about stifling intensity, but transforming it.
- NVC is not about changing other people or getting them to do what we want. It's about creating
connection and understanding, so that one can explore solutions together that work for everyone.
- NVC is not a magic formula. It's a process that helps guide us more consciously and with awareness.
This page was adapted with permission from Basileia LLC (2007) - Website: http://www.basileia.org
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We are each responsible
for how we hear what
other people are saying!

How We Choose to Hear Difficult Messages (“4 Ears”)
EXAMPLE #1

Person A: “How dare you walk out of the room when I’m talking! You idiot , you can’t stand to hear the truth!”
1 - Person B (blaming A): Me, an idiot? …how about you!?! You’re the one who started all this in the first place.
You are so egoistic and full of yourself. You’ve never thought about another human being besides yourself!
2 - Person B (blaming himself): Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to be disrespectful. It’s just that I don’t know what
to do. I never know what to do, or what to say. I am never good enough, and now I feel really worthless!
3 - Person B (sensing his own feelings/needs): When I hear you say that, I feel hurt because I’m needing
respect and to be seen for who I am. And in this moment, I really need some space because I’m in a lot of
pain right now. Could you let me take a walk around the block, and we talk about it when I’m back and calm?
4 - Person B (sensing A’s feelings/needs): Are you feeling angry and need respect and to be heard?
EXAMPLE #2

[Mother has an one hour coffee with a friend… her first time away from the children in 3 days]

6 year-old Child: “ Mama I don’t want you to go! What could be more important than being with me?!”, while at
the same time pushing and pulling at her leg, starting to cry more and more loudly
1 - Mom (blaming child): Let go of my leg! And be quiet! You’ve got no reason to cry … I’ve been with you all
day. You always make this so hard! … when all I want to do is have a few minutes to myself!
2 - Mom (blaming herself):): Oh, my gosh, I’ve really upset you! Why do I always do this?! … Why am I so
selfish? … I’m such an awful mother.
3 - Mom (sensing her own feelings/needs): Honey, I’m really feeling exhausted and need to just have some
me-time to connect with my good friend, Betty. Would you be willing to let Mary (the babysitter) hold you?
4 - Mom (sensing child’s feelings/needs): Are you feeling sad and wanting to be held? Are you feeling hurt and
needing to know that you are precious and loved?

Our 4 Ears:
Ø Blaming others (attacking)
Ø Blaming ourselves (submitting)
Ø Connecting by sensing our
own feelings & needs
Ø Connecting by sensing the
others’ feelings & needs

Blaming is a big part of our ‘learned behavior’ so far. It comes
from how we grew up and what we learned from when
we were very very small kids ourselves. It’s has often
become our unconscious program with which we tend
to respond. It makes us see our only choices being to
fight, submit or flee.

Connection comes from the part in us that knows that we have a choice and don’t need to end up in
troupbe by fighting or giving-in. There are two ways to connect in any moment:
1. Inside = to sense our own feelings and needs,

or

2. Outside = to sense the feelings & needs of the other person. Hereby being aware
of the choices we are making in every moment.
This page was adapted with permission from Basileia LLC (2007) - Website: http://www.basileia.org
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Components of Non-Violent Communication (NVC)
1. OBSERVATION - free of judgments, labels, diagnoses, opinions, etc.
“When I see/hear/notice…”

2. FEELING - free of thoughts
Examples of feelings when needs ARE met:
Affectionate
Confident
Engaged
Excited
Exhilarated
Grateful
Inspired
Hopeful
Exuberant
Joyful
Calm
Refreshed

“… I feel …”

Examples of feelings when needs are NOT met:
Annoyed
Angry
Disgusted
Uneasy
Detached
Tense
Embarrassed
Tired
Sad
Vulnerable
Scared
Pain

3. NEED - universal human needs, free of strategies

“… because I need/value…”

Examples of human needs:
Beauty
Mourning
Meaning
Community
Authenticity
To be valued

Autonomy
Honesty
Safety
Contribution
Transparency
Play

Empathy
Love
Respect
Mutuality
Acceptance
Support

4. REQUEST - giving options and choice, free of demands

“Would you be willing to …?”

Two Ways of Moving Toward Connection
Example:

1. Honestly express your own feelings & needs

ü Ongoing awareness of feelings & connected needs in
present moment
ü Willingness and courage to express those feelings and
needs (allowing powerful vulnerability)

“When I see you read the newspaper
while I’m talking, I feel frustrated
because I’m wanting to be heard. Would
you be willing to close the newspaper for
5 minutes and hear my idea?”

2. Empathically listen to other’s feelings & needs

ü Qualities of empathic listening: presence, focus, space, caring,
verbal reflection of feelings & needs

Are you feeling …
because you need …?

ü NOT advising, fixing, consoling, story-telling, sympathizing,
analyzing, explaining, …
ü No matter what is said, hear only feelings, needs, observations & requests
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Making Clear Observations
…without evaluating or judging (= no own thinking mixed in) is a first step towards addressing an issue without
triggering defensiveness and a starting point towards reaching common ground and mutual understanding.

What is an Observation?
Observation Cues:

“When I see ...” “When I hear ...” “When I recall seeing/hearing ...”
“When I imagine seeing/hearing ...” “When I notice or feel ...”

Examples: “When I see you reading the newspaper ...” “When I hear you say, ‘I will just give up’...”
“When I sent you the email and did not receive a response from you for more than a week, ...”
“When I remember seeing you hit the table with your fist, ...”
Observation Check:
ü Is my observation free of evaluation or inner judgment about the person or his/her actions?
ü Can my observation be recorded by the lens of a movie camera or the mike of a tape recorder?
ü Does my observation contain words such as “always,” “never,” “whenever,” “constantly,” etc.? ... am I using
these words because it is factually true, or am I just exaggerating? (= not helpful)

Comparing Observations and Assumptions/Evaluations/Judgments
She gave me some of her cookies.

She is generous.

I ended up bleeding the last time we played together.

You play too rough.

He asked me to join the game.

He is really friendly

They are pressing their noses against the window.

They’re acting stupid.

You are sitting with your legs stretched out.

You are taking up too much space.

She gave me an invitation to her birthday party.

She’s nice.

He read two books this week.

He’s smart.

You sat on your glasses. Now they are cracked.

You stupid idiot.

She told my colleagues that I failed my interview.

She is gossiping.

He pushed me out of line.

He’s a bully.

She bought herself Brazilian hair.

She’s always showing off.

You ate the last two pieces of pizza.

You are greedy and can’t get enough.

She said I couldn’t join the game.

She doesn’t like me.

I read a book with 173 pages.

I read a long book.

I have another idea.

That’s a stupid idea.

Your desk is a mess.

I see a lot of papers and food on your table.

This is the third time that I receive your annual budget after
You are so unreliable. I can’t work with you.
the due date has passed.
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Duidelike Waarnemings
Om duidelike Waarnemings te maak, sonder om te evalueer of te oordeel (dit wil sê nie in jou eie denke nie),
is 'n eerste stap om 'n probleem aan te spreek sonder om defensiwiteit te veroorsaak. Dit is 'n goeie
beginpunt om gemeenskaplike en wedersydse begrip te bereik.

Wat is 'n Waarneming?
Waarnemigstoetse:
Voorbeelde:

"Wanneer ek sien ..." "As ek hoor ..." "As ek onthou sien / hoor ..."
"As ek my voorstel sien / hoor ..." "As ek opmerk of voel ..."

"Wanneer ek sien jy lees koerant ..." "As ek jou hoor sê," Ek sal net opgee "..."
"Toe ek jou die e-pos gestuur het en nie meer as 'n week van jou 'n antwoord ontvang het
nie ..." "As ek onthou dat jy die tafel met jou vuis tref, ..."

Waarnemingstoets:
ü Is my waarneming vry van evaluering of innerlike oordeel oor die persoon of sy / haar optrede?
ü Kan my waarneming aangeteken word deur die lens van 'n fliek kamera of die musiek van 'n bandopnemer?
ü Bevat my waarneming woorde soos "altyd", "nooit", "wanneer ook al", "voortdurend", ensovoorts? ...
gebruik ek hierdie woorde omdat dit feitelik waar is, of oordryf ek net? (= nie nuttig nie)

Vergelyking van Waarnemings en Aannames / Evaluasies / Oordele
Sy het my van haar koekies gegee.

Sy is vrygewig.

Ek het gebloei die laaste keer wat ons saam gespeel het.

Jy speel te rof.

Hy het my gevra om ook saam te kom speel.

Hy is regtig vriendelik

Hulle druk hul neuse teen die venster.

Hulle is ligsinnig

Jy sit met jou bene uitgestrek.

Jy neem te veel spasie op.

Sy het my 'n uitnodiging na haar verjaarsdagpartytjie gegee.

Sy is gaaf.

Hy het die week twee boeke gelees.

Hy is slim.

Jy het op jou bril gesit. Nou is dit gekraak.

Jou dom idioot.

Sy het my kollegas vertel dat ek my onderhoud misluk het.

Sy skinder.

Hy het my uit die lyn gestoot.

Hy’s n boelie

Sy het vir haarself Brasiliaanse hare gekoop.

Sy spog altyd.

Jy het die laaste twee stukke pizza geëet.

Jy is gulsig en kan nie genoeg kry nie.

Sy het gesê ek kan nie by die spel aansluit nie.

Sy hou nie van my nie.

Ek het n boek gelees met 173 bladsye.

Ek het n lang boek gelees.

Ek het nog n idee.

Dis n dom idee.

Jou lessenaar is deurmekaar.

Ek sien baie papiere en kos op jou tafel.

Dit is die derde keer dat ek jou jaarlikse begroting ontvang na die
sperdatum verby is.

Jy is so onbetroubaar. Ek kan nie met
jou werk nie.
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Exercise on ‘Emotional Intelligence’ (English/Afrikaans)

“What’s pushing my Buttons?”
What, in the behaviour of others (i.e. what others do or say) makes me feel…

very upset?

… really furious or
makes me (consider)
becoming violent?

… safe and
comfortable?

… happy and joyful?

… angry or

… impatient or
annoyed?

… sad or hurt?

“Wat druk my knoppies?”
Wat, in die gedrage van ander (dws wat ander doen of se), laat voel my…

… ongelukkig of
geirriteerd?

… kwaad of baie
ontsteld?

… baie woedend of
maak my (oorweeeg)
geweldadig?

… hartseer of seer
(gemaak)?

… veilig en gemaklik?

… gelukkig en
vreugdevol?
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Dealing with Emotions & Anger
In every conflict between people, emotions play a critical role, either consciously or unconsciously.
Especially anger can be very disturbing, as it can hinder us to enter dialogue and eventually resolve the
conflict that we are having. The following text6 may therefore be helpful to understand emotions and
deal with them more constructively.
Emotions should not be judged or repressed!
Emotions are a vital part of you as a human being, and they need to be respected accepted and
expressed. You can look upon your emotions as your children, who need your attention and respect,
and your guidance.
Emotions are your children!
The parallels between ‘being emotional’ and ‘being as a child’ are striking, as there is an impressive
resemblance between how you deal with your own emotions and the way you deal with (real) children.
Children are honest and spontaneous in their emotions, and they do not hide or repress them until
adults encourage them to do so. The fact that children spontaneously express their emotions does,
however, not mean that children experience their emotions in a balanced way. Everyone knows that a
child can be carried away by his/her emotions (rage, fear or sadness) and is often unable to put a stop
to it. In such a situation, the child can almost drown in his/her emotions and that of course makes him
or her unbalanced, i.e. out-of-centre. Supporting them in such a situation, e.g. by offering them a hug
or some space (whatever is appropriate) can be crucial for a child’s emotional development!
A different perspective:
An emotion can best be viewed as an energy that comes to you with a message.
Therefore, it is important to not be completely swept away by the emotion, but to remain able to look
at it from a neutral stance. It is important to become aware of it and consciously stay with it.
One might put it like this:
You should not repress an emotion, but you should not drown in it either. For when you drown in it,
when you identify with it completely, the child in you becomes a tyrant that will lead you astray!
The most important thing you can do with an emotion is to allow it in, to feel all aspects of it, while not
losing your consciousness. Take for instance anger. You can invite anger to be fully present,
experiencing it in your body at several places, while you are at the same time neutrally observing it.
Such a type of conscious behaviour is healing. What happens in this instance, is that you embrace the
emotion, which is essentially a form of misunderstanding, with understanding.
6

Adapted from the chapter “Dealing with Emotions” from “The Healing Series”, by Pamela Kribbe (2005) accesses from
http://www.jeshua.net/healing/healing6.htm
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Dealing with Emotions - Example:
Your daughter has bumped her knee on the table and it really hurts. She is upset, screaming with pain, and
she kicks the table for she is angry with it. She considers the table to be the source of her pain.
Emotional guidance at this moment means that the parent first helps the child name her experience. “You
are angry, aren’t you – you are in pain, right?”. Naming it is essential. You transfer the root of the
problem from the table to the child herself. It’s not in the table, it is you who is hurt and it is you who is
angry. And yes, I understand your emotion!
The parent embraces the emotion of the child with understanding, with love. The moment the child feels
understood and recognized, her anger will gradually fade away. The physical pain may still be present. But
her resistance to the pain, the anger around it, can dissolve. The child reads compassion and understanding
in your eyes, and this relaxes and soothes her emotions. The table, the cause of the emotions, is not
relevant anymore.
In embracing an emotion with understanding and compassion, you shift the focus of the child’s attention
from outside to inside, and you teach the child to take responsibility for the emotion. You are showing her
that her reaction to an outside trigger is not a given, but that it is a matter of choice. You can choose
misunderstanding or understanding. You can choose to fight or to accept. You can choose.

Anger...
...is a response to pain or hurt, and also our muscular system mobilizes.
We feel the anger emotions quite physically, e.g. as a rush of feeling upward and frontward to the head and
arms. This is because anger provides a person with the energy for confronting a problem. When that energy
is used by the person to think and work through the problem and process it, so that s/he can communicate
effectively with the other, it can lead to positive results.
It is important to understand what can happen when anger is not addressed and resolved. There is a limit
to the body’s ability to sustain the peak energy brought about by anger. If it is too often repeated or too
long sustained, anger can exhaust the body and spirit, causing an individual to burn out. If it is
unacknowledged or unreconciled, it can turn into depression. If a bout of anger leads to a resolve, the
anger has accomplished its purpose and fades into history. If not, it is likely to bury itself in the psyche,
where its specific content will be forgotten, but its energy will remain active.
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List of Feelings
Feelings …when your needs are satisfied
AFFECTIONATE

CONFIDENT

GRATEFUL

PEACEFUL

Compassionate

Empowered

Appreciative

Calm

Friendly

Open

Moved

Clear headed

Loving

Proud

Thankful

Comfortable

Open hearted

Safe

Touched

Centered

Sympathetic

Secure

Tender

INSPIRED

Content
Equanimous

EXCITED

Amazed

Amazed

Awed

ENGAGED

Animated

Wonder

Absorbed

Ardent

Alert

Aroused

Curious

Astonished

Engrossed

Dazzled

Enchanted

Eager

Entranced

Energetic

Fascinated

Enthusiastic

Interested

Giddy

Intrigued

Invigorated

Involved

Lively

EXHILARATED

Enlivened

Spellbound

Passionate

Blissful

Rejuvenated

Stimulated

Surprised

Ecstatic

Renewed

Vibrant

Elated

Rested

Enthralled

Restored

Exuberant

Revived

Warm

HOPEFUL
Expectant
Encouraged

Fulfilled
Mellow
Quiet

JOYFUL

Relaxed

Amused

Relieved

Delighted

Satisfied

Glad

Serene

Happy

Still

Jubilant

Tranquil

Pleased

Trusting

Tickled

REFRESHED

Radiant

Optimistic

Rapturous
Thrilled
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Feelings …when your needs are NOT satisfied
AFRAID
apprehensive
dread
foreboding
frightened
mistrustful
panicked
petrified
scared
suspicious
terrified
wary
worried
ANNOYED
aggravated
dismayed
disgruntled
displeased
exasperated
frustrated
impatient
irritated
irked
ANGRY
enraged
furious
incensed
indignant
irate
livid
outraged
resentful

AVERSED
animosity
appalled
contempt
disgusted
dislike
hate
horrified
hostile
repulsed
CONFUSED
ambivalent
baffled
bewildered
dazed
hesitant
lost
mystified
perplexed
puzzled
torn
SAD
depressed
dejected
despair
despondent
disappointed
discouraged
disheartened
gloomy
heavy hearted
hopeless
melancholy
unhappy
wretched

EMBARRASSED
ashamed
chagrined
flustered
guilty
mortified
self-conscious

YEARNING
envious
jealous
longing
nostalgic
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PAIN
agony
anguished
bereaved
devastated
grief
heartbroken
hurt
lonely
miserable
regretful
remorseful
FATIGUE
beat
burnt out
depleted
exhausted
lethargic
listless
sleepy
tired
weary
worn out
DISQUIET
agitated
alarmed
discombobulated
disconcerted
disturbed
perturbed
rattled
restless
shocked
startled
surprised
troubled
turmoil
uncomfortable
uneasy
unnerved
unsettled
upset

TENSE
anxious
cranky
distressed
distraught
edgy
fidgety
frazzled
irritable
jittery
nervous
overwhelmed
restless
stressed out
VULNERABLE
fragile
guarded
helpless
insecure
leery
reserved
sensitive
shaky
DISCONNECTED
alienated
aloof
apathetic
bored
cold
detached
distant
distracted
indifferent
numb
removed
uninterested
withdrawn
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List of Needs
Needs are more than the things we can't live without. They represent our values, desires and they provide us with
the essence for happier and more meaningful experiences in life. Although we have different needs in differing
amounts at different times, they are universal in all of us humans. When our needs are met (or satisfied) we
experience good/positive feelings. When they are not met/satisfied we experience unpleasant/negative feelings.
Find out for yourself, either when you feel good/bad, which of your needs are satisfied or not?
How to find out if something is a ‘Need’? Ask yourself if everyone in this world has this need in one form or another.
à If your answer is yes, then it’s most probably a (universal human) need.
à If you think that most people, but not everyone, would need it, then chances are good that it is just a want
or a strategy to get a deeper (underlying) need met or satisfied.

Connection
Acceptance
Affection
Appreciation
Belonging
Closeness
Cooperation
Communication
Community
Companionship
Compassion
Consideration
Consistency
Empathy
Inclusion
Interdependence
Intimacy
Justice
Love / Kindness
Mutuality
Nurturing
Privacy
Protection
Respect / Self-respect
Sharing experiences, gifts, talents,
knowledge & skills
Support
To see and be seen
To understand & be understood
Trust
Warmth
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Autonomy
Choice
Freedom
Independence
Space
Spontaneity
Stability
Authenticity
Honesty
Integrity
Presence
Peace
Beauty
Communion
Contact with Nature
Ease
Equality
Harmony
Inspiration
Order / Chaos
Well-Being
Air / Breathing
Food / Water
Health / Balance
Movement / Exercise
Emotional Safety and Freedom
Rest / Sleep
Sexual expression
Safety / Security
Shelter
Touch

Meaning
Achievement
Acknowledgement
Awareness
Celebration of life
Challenges
Clarity
Competence
Consciousness
Contribution
Creativity
Discovery
Efficacy
Effectiveness
Freedom of Spiritual Expression
Growth
Hope
Learning
Mourning
Participation
Purpose
Self-Development
Self-Expression
Self-Worth
Spirituality
Stimulation
To matter
Understanding
Play
Joy / Fun
Humour
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Lys van Gevoelens

Wanneer Behoeftes vervul word!

Wanneer Behoeftes nie vervul word nie!

Gemaklik, vol tevrede, met gemak ,
ontspan, veilig

Ongemaklik, word geiїriteerd, onveilig, mislik,
skaam

Uitgerus, vervris, met energie,
wakker, ontspanne, lewendig, sterk

Moeg, uitgeput, slaperig, dowwerig, swak,
misserig (voel soos kop is vol mis), dood

Belangstellend, nuuskurig,
opgewonde

Belangeloos (stel in nuks belang nie), vervelig,
bla (pê)

Bly, gelukkig, hoopvol, dankbaar,
verheug, wil net dans, vrolik

Hartseer, ongelukkig, teleurgesteld, swaar,
alleen, swaarmoedig,

Vredevol, kalm, helder, tevrede

Senuweeagtig, bekommerd, deurmekaar,
gespanne

Liefdevol, in kontak met mense,
warm, oop, teer, vriendelik, liefderyk
(minsaam)

Rasend, kwaad, geiїriteerd, frustreerd,
omgekrap, woedend, vyandig gesind

Dankbaar, waarderend, dankbaarheid

Ergelik (voel vererg) teleurgesteld, bitter

Speled, avontuurlustig, lewendig,
geїnspereerd, gestimuleer, gretig

Bevreesd, bank, twyfel, geskok, met vrees
wees, bekommered, verskrik, vasgevang
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Behoefte Lys

Ons benodig almal:
Pret en Plesier
Speel
Om te leer
Om keuses te maak
Liggaam Versorging en Beskerming
Lug, oefening, kos, beskerming, rus, seksuele uitdrukking, huise, aanraking, water.
Verhouding met onsself
Sukses te bereik, erkenning, egtheid (betroubaarheid), uitdagings, duidelikheid (klaarheid),
bevoegdheid (bekwaamheid – om die nodige vaardigheid en kennis te hê), kreatiwiteit,
integriteit, kennis van ons gawes en talente, betekenis, privaatheid, self ontwikkeling,
self uitdrukking, selfwaarde.
Verhouding met ander
Waardering, om te behoort, om lewensvreugde en smarte te deel, nabyheid, gemeenskap,
inagneming, bedagsaamheid, emosionele veiligheid, dat gevoelens en behoeftes met respek
verstaan word, eerlikheid, onderlinge afhanklikheid (dat mense mekaar nodig het),
goedaardigheid (om goed te wees vir mekaar), liefde, krag-saam (mekaar versterk –
saamstaan), herversekering (om met aanmoediging gemaklik te word – vrese gaan weg en
self vertroue te kry), respek, deel gawes en talente, ondersteuning, om belangrik te wees vir
iemand, vertroue, mekaar verstaan, warm gevoelens te hê.
Verhouding met die wêreld
Skoonheid, kontak met die natuur, harmonie (eensgesindheid), inspirasie, orde, vrede.
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Understanding Needs – A Personal Story

"Everything We Do, We Do to Meet a Need"
…written by Thom Bond - Founder and Director of NYCNVC, Certified Trainer: www.nycnvc.org/thom-bond

If there is one idea that speaks to the core of compassionate thinking, it is this: Everything we've ever done,
we have done in an attempt to meet a need (successful or not)... All human acts can be seen as an attempt
to meet needs. I do not claim this is true or not true. It is a way of seeing things.
I do claim that when I have this "perspective" or "awareness", when I can see my own actions or the actions
of others through this context of human needs, I experience more connection and compassion. Seriously...
It works. This way of thinking has changed every relationship I have. I hope the following story will bring
some context, clarity and hope.

In Practice
"A Tale of Two Fathers"
I'll never forget the first time I used this concept in a conversation with my father. After 40 years, I was sure
that he would never stop criticizing me and giving me advice. All my adult life I felt miserable during the
holidays, when this dynamic constantly came up. It was driving me crazy.
After I had been studying with my mentor, Marshall Rosenberg, for a little over a year I visited my parents
for Thanksgiving. It wasn't long before I found myself in the living room, face-to-face with my father. He
was asking about my immediate plans.
It went like this.
Dad: So Thom, how's the organization coming along?
Me: Great (feeling a bit apprehensive already).
Dad: Do you have a business plan?
Me: Yes, we do (feeling a bit frustrated; I wrote business plans professionally at one point).
Dad: Good, because you need a business plan. Is it in writing?
Me: Yes, Dad, it is in writing

(I could feel the annoyance rising in me).

I proceeded to carefully explain how we had created a written plan as the "interrogation" continued. Finally,
out it came.
Dad: All the best plans and ideas don't matter, Thom, even if you do get them on paper. You've got to get
out there and do it! Thom, you really have to get your act together!
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NOW: Super Slow-Motion
The moments that followed my father's words were different from any I had experienced with him
during the previous forty years. I'd like to share them with you in "super slow motion", in the hope it
may contribute to you.

Step 1
I slowed down. Way down. As they say, if you keep doing what you're doing, you'll keep getting what you're
getting. The moment my father "started in", I remembered to slow down and choose to act -- and not REact.
Thanks to my studies in compassionate thinking, I was able to notice three things happening.
First, I had an unmet need.
Second, I had a judgment.
Third, I was about to get into another fight with my father if I didn't do something different this time.
My challenge was to get centered by focusing on the "unmet need" and not the "judgment". This was a
challenge for me, since throughout my life, I had learned to blame others for my unmet needs. My tendency
was to focus my attention on blaming rather than focusing on my needs.
In my new practice of compassion, I had been working on catching these moments and slowing down so I
could focus on my needs and others' needs, NOT blame or judgment.
To reinforce this new habit, I had given myself some "keys" that would remind me I was going down the path
to disconnection. I noticed a tightening in my chest and the thought, "He shouldn't be saying that; he's
wrong." That was my cue; tight chest and the "should/shouldn't" thoughts.

Step 2
I gave myself empathy! I asked myself, "What am I really feeling and needing in this moment?" I was feeling
agitated and frustrated, but also hopeful. I wanted to be seen, I really wanted more ease, and I was yearning
for some connection. From this awareness of my needs, I was able to make my choice. I went for connection.

Step 3
I listened empathically. Next, I tried out my "compassionate ears," ears that heard only my father's needs.
This was our moment of truth. In my head I repeated the words . "All acts are an attempt to meet needs. All
acts are an attempt to meet needs."
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But what "X?$#x!" needs, I wondered, could possibly be met for my father, by giving me such a "hard time"?
I asked myself again, What needs...?" This time I was really starting to wonder.
Genuinely asking myself, "What needs could he be meeting by talking to me this way?" helped me see my
father's "attack" as an attempt to meet needs. I had found a new way to see my father.
Focusing on my father's needs changed everything. I spoke...
"So Dad, it sounds like you really want me to do well out there and you'd love it if I could benefit from your
experience. Is that true?"
He looked confused for a moment as he tipped his head to one side. After some silence, in a tone that seemed
a combination of relief and delight, he said, "Yes, it is."
Right before my eyes, he transformed from a "critical, didactic, know-it-all", to a man who loved his son and
wanted to help him succeed.
I'll never forget that moment. I could have defended myself. I could have tried to convince him that I did have
my act together. Yet in that moment, I was focused on something else. What seemed most important was
that my father wanted to help me, and this was the best way he could think of. From that perspective, I was
able to just listen, and for the first time in a long, long time, we weren't fighting.

Practice(s) for the Week

Thom’s Tip:

Practice #1 - Noticing Needs
Keep a small journal with you throughout the day. Make 1 to 5 entries per day that include the description
of an act or words spoken by someone and what need you imagine they were trying to meet. It is VERY
helpful to limit the words you use to those on the needs list. The reasons for doing this will become clearer
in the coming weeks.

Practice #2 - Noticing Needs (more challenge)
Think of someone who is close to you who is doing or saying something you don't like. See if you can
figure out what need they are attempting to fulfill. Again, it is VERY helpful to limit the words you use to
those on the needs list. Again, the reasons for doing this will become clearer in the coming weeks. If you
get stuck, go to http://www.theexercise.org for help.

© Copyright Thom Bond 2012
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Empathic Listening
Being heard is one of our most fundamental of needs as human beings.
In NVC, no matter what the other person says or how they say it, we only hear
what they are observing, feeling, needing, and requesting.

What Empathy IS …

What Empathy is NOT…

ü Presence: listening with our whole being
ü Focus: bringing our attention to what the other person
is feeling or needing—no matter what is being said
ü Space: empathy is mostly silence, giving the person all the
space they need to express themselves fully, and to be with
the feelings & needs that arise
ü Intention: listening empathically to this human being is
the most joyful activity I could be doing in this moment
ü Wonder: extending myself through wonder &
curiosity … what is this person experiencing?
ü Caring: seeing & valuing the beauty within the person

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Fixing"
Advising
One-upping
Educating
Consoling
Story-telling
Sympathizing
Explaining
Correcting
Interrogating
Analyzing

2 Ways to create connection:
1. Expressing honestly
2. Listening empathically
I can testify that when you are in psychological distress and someone really hears you without passing judgment
on you, without trying to take responsibility for you, without trying to mold you, it feels damn good! At these times
it has relaxed the tension in me. It has permitted me to bring out the frightening feelings, the guilts, the despair, the
confusions that have been a part of my experience. When I have been listened to and when I have been heard, I am
able to re-perceive my world in a new way and to go on.
– Carl Rogers, A Way of Being

Empathy vs. Sympathy
•

Empathy is focusing your full consciousness on the feelings & needs of the other person

•

Sympathy is when one’s consciousness is focused on our own feelings & needs
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The Art of Listening 7
Genuine and respectful listening is more than a technique. It is an art, an attitude, a behaviour and a skill that
creates understanding and genuine connection between people.
Real listening helps to avoid misunderstanding and can even help resolve conflict and heal broken
relationships. It makes it possible for people to consider exploring mutually satisfying options because they
know that their ideas have been heard and form part of the pool of alternatives that will be considered. My
idea and your idea now become our ideas. Listening makes it possible to shift dynamics from “I” to “We”,
and from “Them” to “Us”, because people know that they are well understood even though solutions may
have not been reached yet. This helps people to see each other more as partners and highlights the
importance of healthy, cooperative and mutually beneficial relationships. It also supports individuals in
moving from a feeling of disempowerment to empowerment.
Most often efforts to communicate properly or to resolve conflicts get stuck at the level of facts (thoughts)
and issues, manifesting in misunderstandings and power struggles.
In an effort to deepen our understanding of listening, the following describes the Five-Level Listening Model
on the basis of the original three-level listening model promoted in the field of organisational development.
To the original three levels – the head (thoughts), the heart (emotions) and the feet (will/intentions) – the
stomach (needs and satisfiers) and the clothes (culture, beliefs and values) were added:
o Listening to the (head) thoughts: Can those who listen accurately reflect and paraphrase the

thoughts of the others to the satisfaction of the speakers?
o Listening to the (heart) emotions: Does the

process encourage the naming, recognition and
expression of deep-seated emotions without
apportioning blame? Can people hear the pain or
joy and empathise with one another?
o Listening to the (stomach) needs and the chosen

satisfiers: Do we help people to articulate their
needs and the ways these needs are currently met
or frustrated?
o Listening to the (feet) intentions: Do people

express their intentions? Do we know what people
want to do about the situation?
o Listening to the (clothes) culture: What are the

underlying beliefs, shared knowledge and meaning people use to justify their perceptions and
behaviour?

7

Adapted from: Spies, Chris (2006), Resolutionary Change: The Art of Awakening Dormant Faculties in Others. Berghof
Handbook - Dialogue Series No. 5: http://berghof-handbook.net/documents/publications/dialogue5_spies_comm.pdf
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Die kuns van luister 8
Om opregte en respekvol te luister is meer as 'n tegniek. Dit is 'n kuns, 'n houding, 'n gedrag en 'n vaardigheid
wat begrip en ware verband tussen mense skep.
Om werklik te luister help om misverstande te vermy en kan selfs help om konflik op te los en gebroke
verhoudings te genees. Dit maak dit moontlik vir mense om te oorweeg om wedersyds bevredigende opsies
te ondersoek omdat hulle weet dat hul idees gehoor is en deel vorm van die poel van alternatiewe wat
oorweeg gaan word. My idee en jou idee word nou ons idees. Om te luister maak dit moontlik om dinamika
van "Ek" na "Ons" en van "Hulle" na "Ons" te verskuif, omdat mense weet dat hulle goed verstaan word,
alhoewel oplossings nog nie bereik kan word nie. Dit help mense om mekaar meer as vennote te sien en
beklemtoon die belangrikheid van gesonde, koöperatiewe en wedersyds voordelige verhoudings. Dit
ondersteun ook individue om te beweeg van 'n gevoel van ontmagtiging tot bemagtiging.
Baie probeer pogings om behoorlik te kommunikeer of konflikte op te los, sit vas op die vlak van feite
(gedagtes) en kwessies wat in misverstande en magstryd manifesteer.
In 'n poging om ons begrip van luister te verdiep, beskryf die volgende die vyfvlak-luistermodel op grond van
die oorspronklike drievlak luistermodel wat bevorder word in die veld van organisatoriese ontwikkeling. Tot
die oorspronklike drie vlakke - die kop (gedagtes), die hart (emosies) en die voete (wil / bedoelings) - die
maag (behoeftes en bevredigers) en die klere (kultuur, oortuigings en waardes) is bygevoeg:
o Luister na die (hoof) gedagtes: Kan diegene wat luister, deeglik reflekteer en parafraseer die gedagtes van
die ander tot bevrediging van die sprekers?
o Luister na die (hart) emosies: moedig die
proses aan die benaming, herkenning en
uitdrukking van diepliggende emosies sonder
om die skuld te verdeel? Kan mense die pyn of
vreugde hoor en empatieseer met mekaar?
o Luister na die (maag) behoeftes en die
bevredigers: Help ons mense om hul behoeftes
te verwoord en die maniere waarop hierdie
behoeftes benodig word, word tans bevredig of
gefrustreer?
o Luister na die (voete) bedoelings: Moet mense
hul bedoelings uitdruk? Weet ons wat mense
aan die situasie wil doen?
o Luister na die (klere) kultuur: Wat is die onderliggende oortuigings, gedeelde kennis en betekenis wat
mense gebruik om hul persepsies en gedrag te regverdig

8

Adapted from: Spies, Chris (2006), Resolutionary Change: The Art of Awakening Dormant Faculties in Others. Berghof
Handbook - Dialogue Series No. 5: http://berghof-handbook.net/documents/publications/dialogue5_spies_comm.pdf
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Making Specific Requests
…to find ways of meeting yours and the other person’s needs.
Only after a connection has happened between people (i.e. a mutual understanding
of each person's feelings & needs) do we seek to find solutions. ("Connection FIRST, then solutions")
We are more likely to get our needs met when (1) we are conscious of our needs and (2) we explicitly make
a request that may fulfill our needs. ("Ask for what you need."

REQUESTS vs. DEMANDS
In making a request, we honor a "NO" as much as a "YES." For example, are we willing to try to understand
what a person is saying "YES" to while they are saying "NO" to us? Do we value the other's needs in that
moment as much as our own?

Example:
You: “I’d really like to understand your needs so we can work this problem out. Would you be willing to
talk about it right now for 5 minutes?
Mary: “I don’t want to talk now.”
Connecting Requests
You: “Are you exhausted and want to get some rest?”
Mary: “No, I just want to sit here and be left alone.”
You: “So you want to just be with yourself right now?”
Mary: “Yeah, just leave me alone.”
You: “I want to trust that we’ll work this out soon …
would you be willing to talk later, after lunch?”
Mary: “Maybe so, but not now.”
You: “OK … I’ll check with you after lunch.”

Ø Did the person hear what you
wanted to communicate?:
"Would you be willing to tell me
what you just heard me say…?"
Ø What's going on in the other person
after hearing what you said?:
"Would you be willing to tell me how
you feel after hearing what I said …?"

Request Check
Requests are clear, positive, and immediately "do-able". They offer a tangible solution to meeting needs
in the moment.

Examples:
Clear: “Would you meet me for coffee at 3:30 tomorrow at the Downtown Coffee Shop?” Vague:
“Would you have a conversation with me sometime?”
Positive: “Would you be willing to explore with me what needs of yours are met by smoking?”
Negative: “Would you stop smoking?”
Do-able: “Would you be willing to tell me what you just heard me say?”
Not do-able: “Would you listen to me?”
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Exercise on “Giving Advice” – 5 Steps
In groups of 4-5 go through the following five steps at least 2-3 times, with different group members having an opportunity
to share an issue (or a challenging situation) and to experience receiving helpful advice from all other group members.

1.

Describe the Issue - Share a Challenging Situation
Whoever has an existing issue or challenging situation that s/he would be willing to possibly get
support or fresh ideas for will start. S/he briefly describes very briefly what the issue or situation is
about, and what s/he experiences as challenging, difficult or where s/he might be stuck and doesn’t
know what to do next.

2.

Advisors summarize the Issue/Situation
All others in the group are the ‘advisors’, and one of them summarizes the situation briefly in
his/her own words, and other advisors may add. Quickly double-check with the person who shared
the issue whether your summary is correct.
Tip: In your summary don’t only focus on the facts, but also pay attention to feelings, needs and
intentions of the one who was sharing the issue.

3.

Advisors ask Clarifying Questions - Only if necessary, and keep it short!
Advisors may then ask clarifying questions, just to make sure everybody has a clear picture of what
the issue/situation/challenge is about.
Tip: Don’t start analysing, discussing or indirectly telling the person what to do, but merely stick
to short clarifying questions and answers. That’s it! Once any of you notices that a question
sounds like advice, stop and continue with No. 4.

4.

Advisors present their own Approach – ‘If I were you, I would…’
Each advisor (one after the other) imagines him/herself to be in the person’s shoes, facing this
particular (or a very similar!) issue or situation, and says what he/she would do, starting with:
“If it was me (in that situation), I would ....”

5.

Choosing what fits best
After all advisors have shared what they would do in that situation, the person who started decides
for him/herself which advice or which parts and pieces of different advices s/he finds helpful for
his/her own and unique situation. It would be interesting but is not necessary to shares this briefly
with the others.
Tip: It is important that s/he is free to choose whatever advice s/he wants to make use of or not;
there is no need to respond to every advice that was given.
General TIP on ‘GIVING ADVICE’:
Ask the person you want to advise if s/he is open and willing to receive advice from you!

ð It doesn’t make sense to try pouring clear water into a glass full of milk….
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Oefening: "Advies gee" - 5 Stappe
In groepe van 4-5 gaan die volgende vyf stappe minstens 2-3 keer deur, gee verskillende groeplede die geleentheid
om 'n probleem te deel (of 'n uitdagende situasie) en om ervare advies van alle ander groeplede te ontvang.

1. Beskryf die Kwessie/probleem - Deel 'n uitdagende/ongemaklike situasie
Wie ook al 'n bestaande probleem of uitdagende situasie het wat hy / sy bereid sal wees om
ondersteuning of vars idees voor te kry, sal begin. Hy / sy beskryf kortliks waaroor die saak of
situasie handel, en wat hy / sy ervaar as uitdagend, moeilik of waar hy/sy vas sit en nie weet wat om
volgende te doen nie
2. Adviseurs maak 'n opsomming van die kwessie / situasie
Al die ander in die groep is die 'adviseurs', en een van hulle vat die situasie kortliks op in sy eie
woorde en ander adviseurs kan byvoeg. Bevestig met die persoon wat die probleem gedeel het, of u
opsomming korrek is.
Wenk: In u opsomming fokus nie net op die feite nie, maar let ook op die gevoelens, behoeftes en
bedoelings van die een wat die probleem deel.

3. Adviseurs vra duidelikheidsvrae - Slegs indien nodig, en hou dit kort!
Adviseurs kan dan vrae vra om net seker te maak dat almal 'n duidelike beeld het van wat die
probleem / situasie / uitdaging is.
Wenk: Moenie begin om die persoon te analiseer, bespreek of indirek te vertel wat om te doen nie,
maar hou bloot by kort verduidelikende vrae en antwoorde. Dis dit! Sodra een van u opmerk dat 'n
vraag soos raad klink, stop en gaan voort met nr. 4

4. Adviseurs bied hul eie benadering aan: 'As ek jy was, sou ek ...'
Elke adviseur (een na die ander) stel hom / haar voor om in die persoon se skoene te wees, wat
hierdie spesifieke (of 'n baie soortgelyke!) Probleem of situasie ondervind,
en sê wat hy / sy sou doen, begin met: "As dit ek was (in daardie situasie), sou ek .... "

5. Kies wat pas die beste
Nadat alle adviseurs gedeel het wat hulle sou doen in daardie situasie, het die persoon wat begin
het, vir hom / haarself besluit watter advies of watter dele en stukke van verskillende advies hy / sy
nuttig vind vir hul eie en unieke situasie. Dit sal interessant wees, maar dit is nie nodig om dit
kortliks met die ander te deel nie.
Wenk: Dit is belangrik dat hy / sy vry is om enige raad te kies waarvan hy/sy wil of nie gebruik wil
maak nie; dit is nie nodig om te reageer op alle advies wat gegee is nie.
Algemene WENK op ‘ADVIES/RAAD GEE':
Vra die persoon wat jy wil adviseer of hy / sy oop is en bereid is om advies van jou te ontvang!
Dit is nie sinvol om te probeer om skoon water in 'n glas vol melk te gooi nie.
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ABOUT CHANGING BEHAVIOUR
I walk down the street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I fall in. I am lost... I am hopeless.
It isn't my fault.
It takes forever to find a way out.
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I pretend I don't see it. I fall in again.
I can't believe I'm in the same place. But it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I see it is there. I still fall in... It's a habit
My eyes are open; I know where I am; it is my fault.
I get out immediately.
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk
I walk around it.
I walk down another street.
Story from the BuddhistTradition
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The Star Thrower
Inspired by the writing of Loren Eiseley
One day a man was walking along the beach when he noticed a figure in the distance.
As he got closer, he realized the figure was that of a boy picking something up and gently
throwing it into the ocean.
Approaching the boy, he asked, "What are you doing?"

The youth replied, "Throwing starfish into the ocean. The sun is up and the tide is going out.
If I don't throw them in, they'll
all just die."
"Son," the man said, don't you
realize there are miles and miles
of beach and thousands of
starfish? You can't possibly make
a difference!"

After listening politely, the boy
bent down, picked up another
starfish, and threw it into the
waves of the sea.
Then, smiling at the man, he said, "I made a difference for that one."

One small act of kindness can have a life changing impact...
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